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Her feet gracing the petals, patterns of their flower lining her dress, and their aroma sprinkled over
her soft skin, the Persian Queen wanders among the halls of her palace. In her hands rests a rose
from the delicately tended gardens to which the entire empire has become envious of. Seductively
sweet and admired for their blessed beauty, the blood red of the rose holds an irresistible
attractiveness. For this, the flower has led the desires of many throughout all of time. For their
elegance, Cleopatra bathed in them. For their allure, they were chosen as a symbol of Aphrodite.
Stunningly vibrant and soft to the touch, their petals grace the Queens lips as she admires her most
desired treasure. For there is no beauty like that belonging to the lovely rose.
Known throughout the world, the rose is praised for its vibrant colors, as well as its intensely floral
aroma and flavor. Used as a beverage and cooking ingredient in ancient Persia, many benefits to the
flowering plant have been discovered, such as helping one heal faster from a cold or boosting the
immune system. It can also act as a mood enhancer, with anti-aging properties, as well as producing a
calming effect on those who use it. The list continues with its possession of powerful antioxidants, as
well as other benefits.
Deep Rose, an all natural lemonade with real rose extracts, offers you a pleasurable taste that will sink
you into a dream of ancient Persia.
www.drinkdeeplove.com

ELDERFLOWER
WIZARD OF HEALTH
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Through the foggy window of a grim citadel, stands a curiously intriguing being, whispering to them
self in frighteningly excited tones. Their cloak of violet silk brushes along the vibrantly stained floor.
Glorious yellows, subdued blues and ghostly whites travel in mixed patterns, streaking every inch of
the being's crumbling abode. Unknowingly, they hold in their hands something of unexplainable
significance. A single glistening petal. The Elderflower, worth more than a silk cloak or golden coin, is a
fortune to any creature. Worshipped for more than its beauty, it holds incredible power. Mysterious
cures and solutions for ills beyond compare, it is the flower of health. Slowly, the beloved petal falls into
boiling water. A shining concoction, the wizard knows it has been long sought after by all in ancient
Britannia. Mystifying, peculiar, utterly absurd, its value learns no bounds, and the Elderflower shall
forever amaze.
An ancient flowering plant, the Elderflower is popular in much of Europe. With colors that vary from
yellow to purple, it possesses a slight herby yet surprisingly sweet flavor. It has become known for its
plentiful advantages, such as benefits to the skin and immune system, as well as anti-aging and antiviral qualities. Deep Elder, an all-natural lemonade with real Elderflower extracts, will give you a
pleasurable taste capable of sinking you into a dream of ancient Britannia.
Elderflower
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WALDMEISTER
MASTER OF THE FOREST
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Sword in hand, the Master duels a fellow noble. There, wandering in the depths of the boundless
forests of Germania, are two men and their steads. Depleted of their energy, they sit under the luscious
greens and browns of this wonderous forest. Dominating pines and wild oaks fight through mangled
branches as they race each other to the sky. Despite the power of these incredible structures, the most
intriguing creation that Nature has chosen to place in this forest, is something rather unforeseen. A
hidden treasure, the Woodruff clover sits in a shady corner, hidden from simple onlookers. The
German Master calls it Waldmeister, or “Master of the Forest”. With no overstatement to the name, it
serves as a glimpse into the unforgettable essence of the strikingly sweet flavor. The Master lifts the
clover to his scarred lips, blissfully embracing the untamed sensations with which his body is
immediately taken over. Without hesitation, he accepts this gift of nature. The unforgettably
captivating clover, with its generosity in taste, beauty, and scent, is an offering from the forest. Take it.
As we call it in English, Woodruff is also know as the “Goetterspeise” or meal of the gods. It is a
flowering plant native to much of Europe. Painted with strong whites to faded yellows, its notoriously
sweet scent is owed to the odiferous agent coumarin. Deep Wood is an all-natural Woodruff flavored
lemonade that has recreated the sweet earthy aroma and taste to which Woodruff has become known
for. Its pleasurable taste will sink you into a dream of ancient Germania.
www.drinkdeeplove.com

